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  The purpose is to study algebraic plane curves from the
viewpoint of birational geomet,ry of pairs by making use
of mixecl plurigenera. To introduce the notion of mixed
plurigenera, we begin by recalling birational goomet,ry of
pairs (S, D) where D is an algebraic curve on ati algebraic
sulface S.
  "Te sha}1 consider algebraic varieties defiried over the
field of cornplex numbers. Here b.y a surface we niean a
2-dimensional projective non-sirigular variety.
  When D is a non-singular curve on S, we consider com-
plete linear systems lmKs + aDl where Ks is a canonical
divisor on S atid m År a År O.
  It is not 1)ard to check that dimlmKs +aDl is birar
tionally invariaiit. Hence, dimlmKs + aDI + 1, denoted
by Pm,a[Dl, is called (m,a)-genus of the pair (S, D). Oc-
casionally, it is called (m,a)-genus of D. (m,a)-genera
ma,y be called mixed pluiigenera. Note that (m, O)-genus
becorricms m-genus of S aJid (rn,, m)-genus turTis out to be
logarit,hmic m-genus of S - D, writt-en simply as P.[D].
E'om P.[D], t,he Kodaira dimension K[D] is introduced.
  In what follows, suppose that S is a rat,ional surface.
Thus the study of pairs (S, D) may be undorstood as bi-
rational geonietry of plane cuirvres.
  Let C be a eurve on P2. Then a:fter succfs. sive b!owing
ups, we obtain a non-singular c:urve D turid a surface S
which is obtained from P2. Then (S,D) is birationally
equivalent to (P2, C). By making use of (S, D), we. define
Pm,a[C] tO be Pm,a[D]•
  Occaginally, (S, D) is said t,o be a non-singular mod. el of
the pair (P2,C).
  In 1928, Coolidge studied algebraic plane curves C and
obtained the remarkable result to the effect that any rar
tional plane curve can be t,ransformer1 into a straigl}t line
on P2 by a birational transformation of P2, whenever
P2,i[C] = O. In this case, rc[C] = -oo.
  In 1961, Nagata obtained the following result,. If g =
g(D) År O, then D2 S 4g + 5. F'Liither if D2 = 4g + 5,
then g = 1 and (S, D) is birationally equivalent to (P2,r),
where r is a non-singular cubic.
  Since 1983, the theory of minimal models (S, D) w&s
introduced and has been extensively st,udiod by Iitaka. He
determined the structure of (S, D) when K[D] = O or 1.
Moreover he showed that, if K[D] = 2, then any relatively
ininirnal pair (S,D) becoines ininimal. Therefore, given
a plane curve C, we have a minimal pair (S, D) which is
birationally equivalent to (P2, C), provided that rc[D] = 2.
Hereafter we suppose rc[D] = 2.
  When S l P2, the minimal model (S, D) is derived from
a tt-minimal pair (ZB,C), ÅíB being a Hirzebruch surfa(:e,
which has type
[a * e: B;vl,u2,... 1Vr]
  By Riemaim-Roch theorem and vanishing theorein due








where Z = K' s + D.
  Moroover,
P2[D] - {P2,i[D] = Z2 +2P2,i[D] + 1 = z2 +2




  Tlnis, rnixe(1 plurigenera (m,a)-genus are computed
through g, Z2 and D2.
  So far, the, structures of pairs (S, D) have been studied
in the following cases: (1). P2 [Dl = 2g - 1, 2g, 2g + 1• (2)•
P2 ,i lD] = 1, 2, 3. (: ). P3 ,i [D] = 1, 2, 3.
  Here, we shall e,numerate the types of pairs (S, D) in the
fo!lowing cases: P2[Dl = 2g+2, P2,i[D] == 4, P3,i[Dl =
4, 5, 6 and P4 ,2 [D] S 12.
  The t,ables of these t,ypes will appear in the bottom of
   .SectlOns.
Fiiially, we shal1 give concrete examples w




k == P2,i [D] - 2.
hich satisfy
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